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Ohanaware release Fun Greetings 1.1 for Mac OS X - Photo Greeting Cards
Published on 02/08/12
Ohanaware today announces Fun Greetings 1.1, an update to their user-friendly Photo
Greetings Card printing product for the Macintosh. Fun Greetings is a card printing
program, where a users photos are the star. With the emphasis on family, kids, pets and
any other photos, Fun Greetings enables the user to print their own Photo Greetings Cards
right at home on their Mac and printer. Version 1.1 includes a new e-card option, making
it easy to send greetings cards through e-mail.
Jhangle Village, Taiwan - Ohanaware, a family team specializing in intuitive photo editing
software, are proud to announce the immediate release of their latest product update "Fun
Greetings 1.1". Fun Greetings is a user friendly Photo Greetings Card printing and e-card
product for the Macintosh.
Fun Greetings is a card printing program, where a users photos are the star. These kind of
cards are often referred to as Photo Greetings Cards, and unlike store bought cards, the
emphasis of these Photo Greetings Cards is photos of a users family, kids, pets and other
photos they may have taken. Fun Greetings enables the user to print their own Photo
Greetings Cards right at home on their Mac and printer.
Fun Greetings interface has been designed to keep the process of creating a Photo
Greetings Card as simple as possible. It can be as simple as 3 steps, Step 1, choose a
1-Click Style. Step 2, choose a photo and Step 3, Print the card. While Fun Greetings was
designed to be easy to use, Ohanaware have also included a getting started guide, printing
tips and other help documents.
Fun Greetings' printing engine can compensate for printer margins (so there isn't a huge
gap down one side of the card), and it can print to a variety of card sizes. The print
engine even includes a custom card size option, allowing for other card sizes to be
specified. The print engine, also contains a unique feature, whereby the user can enter
the dimensions of a envelope, and Fun Greetings will calculate the optimum card size.
Version 1.1 of Fun Greetings included the new e-card option, making it easy to send
greetings cards through e-mail.
What's new in Version 1.1:
* Fun Greetings 1.1 includes new Valentine's Day card 1-Click Styles, a handful of
Birthday 1-Click Styles
* A new e-card function has been included, making it easier for customers to send their
cards via e-mail
* Two new photo effects are included in this update, bringing the total to 11 built-in
photo effects
* The Export process has been improved, based upon customer feedback. The Print Window
has
also been improved
System Requirements:
Fun Greetings requires a Intel based Macintosh computer, running Mac OS X v 10.5 or later.
It is recommended to have at least 1 gb of RAM.
Pricing and Availability:
Fun Greetings 1.1 is a Free update for all existing customers. Customers who purchased
from our site should use the download link to download the latest version. Mac App Store
customers should use the App Store application to update. For new customers, Fun Greetings
1.1 can be purchased from today at the price of $9.99 USD (before taxes) per license. A
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free trial can be downloaded from Ohanaware's web site, during the trial period, Export,
e-cards and auto resume are disabled. Watermarks will be placed on the back of the users
greetings card.
Ohanaware:
http://www.ohanaware.com/
Fun Greetings 1.1:
http://www.ohanaware.com/fungreetings/
Download Fun Greetings:
http://www.ohanaware.com/fungreetings/FunGreetings.zip
Purchase:
http://www.ohanaware.com/store/?product=funGreetings
Screenshot:
http://www.ohanaware.com/fungreetings/screenies/brightFullSize.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.ohanaware.com/fungreetings/Fun-Greetings-Icon-55.png

Ohanaware is a husband and wife team living in the southern tip of Taiwan. Sharing a
passion in Mac's and amateur Photography. Their first product 'Funtastic Photos' went on
to win 4 star awards from both MacWorld and MacFormat. Their previous games company had
a
top ten hit with Recyclorama. Joy Sha has a history in the design industry with experience
as a 2D and 3D artist, she also holds a masters in 3D animation. Sam Rowlands has been
writing software since 1990 and is an award winning software developer. Copyright (C) 2012
Ohanaware Co., Ltd.. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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